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Abstract
Kinases are among the most studied proteins, as they are important in many
cellular processes. Today’s research shows that their activity is not only de-
pendent on the composition of the domains, but on the non-domain regions
as well. This thesis tried to comprehend the influence of the linkers’ compo-
sition on the function of multi-domain protein kinases in general. This was
done by clustering human two-domain protein kinases with one protein ki-
nase domain by the averaged physicochemical attributes of their inter-domain
regions. The uniqueness of Gene Ontology terms and Enzyme Commission
numbers within these clusters of proteins with different architectures was
then investigated. However, due to multiple missteps, no such influence has
been witnessed.

Keywords: protein domains, multi-domain proteins, protein function, non-
domain regions, protein kinases
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Abstrakt
Kinásy jsou jedny z nejvíce studovaných proteinů, neboť hrají důležitou roli
v mnohých buněčných procesech. Aktuální výzkum prokazuje, že jejich ak-
tivita není závislá pouze na komposici domén, nýbrž taktéž na nedoménových
regionech. Tato bakalářská práce si dala za cíl obecně porozumět vlivu
složení linkerů na funkci vícedoménových protein kinás. Dvoudoménové
lidské protein kinásy s jedinou kinásovou doménou byly zklastrovány dle
zprůměrovaných fysikálně chemických vlastností mezidoménových oblastí,
načež se zkoumala unikátnost Gene Ontology a Enzyme Commission pojmů
v rámci nalezených klastrů složených z proteinů různých architektur. Ovšem
vzhledem k víceru nedostatkům, žádný takový vliv nebyl pozorován.

Klíčová slova: proteinové domény, multidoménové proteiny, proteinová
funkce, nedoménové regiony, protein kinásy
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List of Abbreviations

2D two-dimensional
3D three-dimensional
ATP adenosine triphosphate
EC Enzyme Commission
GO Gene Ontology
GTP guanosine triphosphate
HMM hidden Markov model
MSA multiple sequence alignment
pI isoelectric point
PK protein kinase
UMAP Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection
URP.dat uniprot_reference_proteomes.dat

Throughout this thesis, the standard one and three letter codes for the L-
amino acids will be used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Proteins and domains

Proteins are amino acid residue chains, polypeptides, that serve a variety
of functions within living cells, including structural support and movement,
interactions with cell’s environment, and biochemical reaction catalysis [1].
To function properly, proteins have to fold into their native conformation,
and as demonstrated by Anfinsen et al. [2] on bovine pancreatic ribonuclease,
the information for correct folding is contained in the amino acid sequence
itself.

Different sequences fold into different three-dimensional (3D) conforma-
tions. Certain local regions form secondary structures, such as α-helices and
β-sheets, and these locally ordered regions associate to form the whole pro-
tein, or in the case of some larger proteins, to form folding units [3]. Levitt
and Warshel [3] and Goldberg [4] define protein domains as folding units
that would be stable if we would cleave them from the rest of the protein
molecule. Nevertheless, today’s definition requires that these subassemblies
also conceivably function in isolation, and members of the same domain fam-
ily tend to possess an ancient evolutionary relationship and often a similar
function [5].

Many bioinformatical tools are available to perform domain identification
within a protein sequence. The SCOP database organizes proteins of known
three-dimensional structures according to their evolutionary and structural
relationship [6]. It classifies non-redundant protein domains and defines them
on two main levels of SCOP classification, family and superfamily. The
designation of proteins in SCOP has been constructed mainly manually [7].

Other tools tend to implement semimanual approaches, often featuring
profile hidden Markov models (HMMs), a powerful probabilistic method de-
scribing the sequence conservation in a family [8, 9]. The Pfam database [10]
is such an example. Each protein family in Pfam consists of a seed alignment
forming the basis to build an HMM-based profile [11] by engaging the HM-
MER software [12, 13]. Another protein structure classification database uti-
lizing HMMs to scan protein sequences against it is called CATH [14]. CATH
clusters proteins on four main levels, class (C), architecture (A), topology
(T), and homologous superfamily (H) [15]. CATH, Pfam, and many more,
are integrated in a general resource for protein families, domains, and func-
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tional sites, called InterPro [16]. The authors aim to create a non-redundant
characterization, and the software package InterProScan provides an inter-
face to functionally classify novel nucleotide or protein sequences [17]. By
uniting the member databases, InterPro exploits their individual strengths,
thus significantly contributing in the troublesome effort of automatic anno-
tation [18].

1.2 Protein kinase family
An example of a protein family is the protein kinase (PK) family, labeled
as PF00069 is the Pfam database. PKs are enzymes transfering a phosphate
group from a phosphate donor, usually adenosine triphosphate (ATP), onto
an acceptor amino acid in the substrate protein. PK domain autophosphory-
lation is possible as well. PKs can be classified based on the acceptor amino
acid specificity; the phosphorylated residues are typically serine, threonine,
tyrosine, or histidine [19].

The PK family is large and diverse [19, 20], and, generally, PKs are
involved in most of the signal transduction in eukaryotic cells. They con-
trol a variety of cellular processes, among others metabolism, cell cycle pro-
gression, differentiation, transcription, cell movement, communication, and
apoptosis [21–27]. As PKs function as a responsive regulatory system, it is
not surprising that their turnover rate is rather fast, with a half-life averag-
ing less than an hour [28]. Misproper PK activity can lead to unfavorable
cell transformation and cancer [29, 30], and therefore, they are a fascinating
subject of study in molecular biology and bioinformatics.

The 3D fold of PK domains is conserved [31] with common structural
features specific to the PK family [32]. The enzyme structure is bilobal. The
smaller lobe on the N-terminus is composed of a five-stranded antiparallel β-
sheet and one α-helix [33] called αC, which takes part in the stabilization of
the active conformation [34, 35]. The broadly helical larger lobe associated
with the C-terminus adds up to have seven α-helices and one antiparallel
β-sheet placed on the surface of the cleft between the two lobes, where the
catalytic site is located [32, 33, 36]. Twelve major subdomain elements can
be further recognized throughout the PK family [20, 37, 38].

Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of domains from the PK family
uncover many highly conserved residues and motifs, some of which are strictly
required for the PK activity. The nucleotide binding consensus sequence
Gly-X-Gly-X-X-Gly is found in subdomain I and contains the first, second,
and third essential glycine residue. Any side chain at the glycines’ positions
would interfere with the incoming ATP (or guanosine triphosphate (GTP)).
The whole motif turns sharply around the nucleotide, with the first essential
glycine being in contact with ribose, while the second provides space for
the pyrophosphate group [20, 41]. The β-phosphate moiety’s oxygens are
hydrogen bonded with the backbone amides of the residues around the third
fundamental glycine, and the side chains surrounding this motif contribute
to the hydrophobic pocket for the adenine ring of ATP [38]. GTP can be
utilized as well, however, ATP will always have a lower Michaelis constant
Km [42]. Regardless of which nucleotide triphosphate is used, the phosphate
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Figure 1.1 The bilobal structure of the PK domain from the Aurora A PK.
Structure downloaded from the PDBe, entry code 4dee [39], visualized with
the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System [40]. Yellow: The small lobe. Blue:
The large lobe. Red: Gly-X-Gly-X-X-Gly motif. Magenta: The invariant
lysine. Green: DFG motif. Pink: APE motif.
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donor is bound as a complex together with a divalent cation, with Mn2+

usually preferred over Mg2+ and others [43–45].
An invariant lysine in subdomain II corresponding to protein kinase A-Cα

Lys72 is thought to be the best characterized catalytic domain residue [20].
It forms a salt bridge with the carboxyl group of the practically invariant
glutamate in subdomain III, which stabilizes the interactions between the
lysine and the α- and β-phosphates of ATP [38]. As Kamps and Sefton [46]
showed in their work on the p60src tyrosine PK, all substitutions of the lysine
including arginine and histidine, result in a loss of the PK activity.

A highly conserved Asp-Phe-Gly (DFG) triad can be found in subdomain
VII. It is a part of the so-called activation loop and helps orient the γ-
phosphate of the ATP for transfer [38]. The activation loop is centrally
located and provides a platform for the peptide substrate by interacting
with the αC-helix [34, 35]. Autophosphorylation of certain residues within
the activation loop, three tyrosines in case of the insulin receptor tyrosine PK,
results in an active PK state; an unphosphorylated loop traverses through
the cleft between the two lobes of the PK domain, thus rendering both the
protein substrate and the ATP binding sites inaccessible [47]. The recognition
of peptide substrates in the active state is then mediated by the Ala-Pro-Glu
(APE) motif located in subdomain VIII [38].

Many other hydrophobic residues that do not form any primary sequence
motif, or any particular secondary structure, characterize active PKs, as
they either stabilize the whole domain, or regulate its overall activity [48,
49]. Especially one residue called the “gatekeeper” lying in the hinge region
between the N and C lobes of the PK domain has recently been of great
interest in PK inhibitor development. This gatekeeper residue guards a small
hydrophobic cavity neighboring the ATP-binding site [50] and it anchors PK
inhibitors bound in the ATP pocket [36, 51]. The particular type of the
gatekeeper residue is specific to each PK domain and the size and shape of
the side chain determine the cavity’s druggability. Moreover, drug design is
strongly affected by the adjacent DFG motif’s conformation as well [52].

Still, not all members of the PK family possess the PK enzymatic activ-
ity [53–55]. Such seemingly inactive domains may have noncatalytic func-
tions, or do not require the conserved catalytic residues mentioned above
and use a modified catalytic mechanism instead [56]. However, as about two
thirds of prokaryote proteins and around eighty percent of eukaryote proteins
are multi-domain proteins [57, 58], the PK domains can also modulate other
catalytic regions.

1.3 Multi-domain proteins
With a limited number of domain families present [59, 60], creating new
functions may be somewhat difficult. Nature overcomes this obstacle by
combining old building blocks instead of inventing new ones [61]. Müller,
MacCallum, and Sternberg [62] estimated that 98% of the domains in the
human proteome are duplicates; duplication is in fact one of the main sources
for creation of new genes [63]. Consequently, it is not surprising that the ma-
jor molecular mechanism leading to multi-domain proteins and novel combi-
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nation is non-homologous recombination, which is sometimes referred to as
“domain shuffling” [64].

Domains are not merged aimlessly when creating multi-domain proteins.
The domain combinations seen in nature can be discriminated from a random
model of domain combination, as shown by Apic, Huber, and Teichmann [65].
Putting together specific superfamilies results in more specific functions for
individual molecules, and proteins with the same domain arrangement tend
to be evolutionarily and functionally related [64, 66, 67]. The sequential order
of protein families identified within a protein is called domain architecture.

The set of all architectures seems to be limited as well. A pattern is
observed, where most domains tend to have only one or few combination
partners in the context of multi-domain proteins. Moreover, if a specific
domain is found on the N-terminus of a particular multi-domain protein,
other members of the same family are usually to be found on the N-terminus
as well, and vice versa. The orientation and type of neighborhood varies only
in a few domain families, most of which are large and versatile [61, 68].

1.3.1 Non-domain regions

Domains within the same protein are connected by non-domain amino acid
stretches. These can be long or short, and often possess a disordered struc-
ture. Considering the limited number of domains and architectures in nature,
these linkers introduce new possibilities for structural assemblies, and may
regulate, or sometimes even take part in the proteins’ activity and stabil-
ity [69]. Therefore, depending on the functionality of the specific domain, its
associated linker generally requires a certain amino acid sequence [70]. It has
been shown by Jakubec et al. [71] that residues in pairs of domains coevolve,
and responses to mutations in residue pairs are also observed in non-domain
regions [72], thus ensuring a suitable environment for the whole molecule.

Linkers often serve as rigid spacers between two domains. These molec-
ular rulers are mostly α-helical, and they prevent unfavorable interactions
between the neighboring modules [73, 74]. Mutations in such non-domain
regions are not expected to affect the function of a protein in any way [75];
in different circumstances, however, alterations in the linker region can have
an effect on the stability, proteolytic resistance, or solubility of single-chain
proteins [76]. In particular, proline is the most common residue in linkers,
and careful selection of residues around prolines is of utmost importance. Its
stiff nature helps prevent ominous contacts of linkers and domains, as it can
not participate comfortably in any standard secondary structure conforma-
tion due to its inability to hydrogen bond to other moieties [73, 74]. Other
amino acids typical for linkers are glutamine and other polar and charged
amino acids. Contrarily, residues with hydrophobic or aromatic side chains
are more common in domains [77].

Nevertheless, many linkers are also soft and intrinsically disordered. The
non-domain region of human immunoglobulin G1 exemplifies such a flexible
amino acid sequence [78]. These often promote fundamental catalytic events
in the overall function of proteins, as observed in the packaging of the tomato
bushy stunt virus protein [79]. Since soft linkers connecting domains are not
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merely flexible, but also allosterically regulated, it is no wonder that they
are capable of facilitating protein folding and conformational changes of the
whole molecule. The amino acid sequences of linkers, particularly of the
residues in contact between linkers and adjoint domains, encode conforma-
tional states through which signals travel [73, 80]. Examples of such signals
may be the phosphorylation of a distant residue or ATP binding. This can
be illustrated by an otherwise flexible linker in Src PKs, which clamps SH2
and SH3 domains upon C-terminal tyrosine phosphorylation [81]. On the
other hand, ATP binding causes the immobilization of neck linkers of ki-
nesins, which subsequently extend towards the plus end of a microtubule,
thus giving kinesins their forward drive [82–84].

Changes in both linker length and composition can alter folding kinetics,
function, and stability of proteins [76, 85], as demonstated in many stud-
ies. A dramatic increase of the isoelectric point (pI) from 5.86 to 9.81 was
observed after a deletion of 40 residues from a linker in mycobacteriophage
D29 endolysin [86]. Conformations of protein domains in cellulosomes are
primarily influenced by the length of the linkers, as the stiffness of the link-
ers is inversely proportional to the linker length [87]. In the kinesins men-
tioned above, the effectivity of kinesin runs is determined by the length of
the neck linker [88]. Domain functions are predominantly affected by short
linkers, notably those that are buried as well. Contrarily, long linkers permit
3D arrangements of the domains similar to those accessible in multi-domain
constructs with the domains swapped, hence not having so much impact on
the overall protein activity [67].

Other authors present examples where the amino acid composition is
more relevant for the protein function compared to length. Klement et al.
[89] concluded this after exploring the functionality of cytotoxic engineered
antibody fragments. In addition, Ikebe et al. [90] demonstrated the impor-
tance of selected linker residues in smooth muscle myosins, in which the
actin-translocating activity was terminated upon deletion or substitution of
these amino acids. As stated previously, a conserved linker sequence is crucial
for the kinesins’ microtubule-based motility as well [91, 92].

Yet, it remains to be uncovered how the composition of the non-domain
regions affects the function of multi-domain PKs in general. For instance,
the function of PKs is regulated not only by the common structural elements
of the PK domain, but also by the linkers [93]. These non-core segments do
not show any significant sequence similarity, and the composition is highly
variable [32]. This thesis aims to expose the relationship between the linkers’
composition and PK activity and specificity. This will be done by analyzing
sequences of two-domain proteins containing exactly one PK domain, clus-
tering the inter-domain regions by computationally acquired physicochemical
properties averaged over the linker sequences, and embedding unique Gene
Ontology (GO) [94, 95] terms and Enzyme Commission (EC) [96, 97] num-
bers into the identified linker groups.
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Chapter 2

Methods

Protein sequences and MSAs of Pfam domain sequences were obtained
from The European Bioinformatics Institute’s FTP1. The archived files
Pfam-A.full and uniprot_reference_proteomes.dat (URP.dat) corre-
sponding to Pfam’s release 32.0 were downloaded; the MSAs consist of
sequences from the UniProt reference proteomes version 2018_04. Pro-
tein family annotation software pfamannot2 has then been implemented
in C++17 to parse these files and to extract architectures of all proteins
containing at least one PF00069 domain, starting and ending positions of
all domains present within such proteins, primary sequences of the whole
molecules, and the organisms from which they originate. A total of 330,302
such proteins were identified, of which 127,697 were multi-domain proteins.

To reduce the evolutionary noise, only multi-domain PKs from humans
were selected for further analysis. A total of 542 multi-domain PKs were
identified. The eukaryotic protein subcellular location predictor DeepLoc-
1.0 [98] was then applied to these proteins3, and the molecules with their
subcellular location predicted to be the cytoplasm or nucleus were chosen,
as the amino acid composition, thus also the physicochemical properties of
membrane proteins differ significantly from their soluble counterparts [99–
101]. In addition, membrane proteins have their conformational degrees of
freedom reduced due to their placement in the lipid bilayer, and are therefore
not suitable for the purpose of this thesis. Two-domain proteins with a single
PK domain were then selected from the emerging 244 cytosolic or nuclear
human multi-domain PKs, yielding the final dataset containing a total of 117
protein molecules.

Two sets of physicochemical properties were then acquired for the inter-
domain regions in the final dataset. The first set, which was in the spot-
light of this study, consists of quadruples composed of the logarithm of the
linker’s length, the linker’s pI, the percentage of charged amino acids in
the linker, and the linker’s GRAVY index [102]. The pI and the GRAVY
index roughly describe the linker’s electric charge and its hydrophobicity,
respectively. These values were calculated with the ExPASy’s ProtParam

1ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Pfam/releases/Pfam32.0/
2https://github.com/hamalcij/pfamannot
3Sequences spanning more than 6,000 residues were discarded due to DeepLoc’s length

limitation.
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tool [103], and their distributions across the whole dataset were computed.
In the second set, each linker was described using the 553 physicochemical
and biochemical properties of amino acids from the AAindex database, ver-
sion 9.2 [104–108]. A dimensionality reduction technique Uniform Manifold
Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [109] was then applied to various
normalized subsets of both sets, thus producing two-dimensional (2D) rep-
resentations of the feature spaces aminable to a visual analysis resulting in,
for example, the recognition of cluster structure in the data.

The EC and GO terms associated with proteins in the URP.dat file were
parsed. The former describes the enzyme specificity [96], the latter terms
biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions of genes
and their products [94, 95]. The GO is a weakly hierarchical vocabulary [94],
and the hierarchy level of GO terms in the URP.dat file is not standardized.
Therefore, for each protein, parents of its terms were recursively obtained
and merged from the go-basic.obo file4, release 2020-06-01, thus enabling
cluster analysis on different GO levels. GO terms labeled as obsolete were
excluded. The EC and GO terms were then embedded into the UMAP
projections and the presence of unique terms within the identified clusters
was examined. The same process was executed on the density clusters (see
below) as well. The results were visualized using the Python graphics package
Matplotlib [110], version 1.5.1.

4http://current.geneontology.org/ontology/go-basic.obo
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 The first set of physicochemical attributes

In this section, results for the first set of physicochemical properties described
above will be presented. These include the length, pI, GRAVY index, and
percentage of charged amino acids within the inter-domain regions of human
two-domain PKs containing one PK domain.

3.1.1 Feature distributions (densities)

The density analysis gave interesting insights into the distribution of physic-
ochemical properties within the studied dataset. The linker length density
peaks around 75 residues. A small portion of extremely long inter-domain
regions spanning 500 to 800 residues is also present. However, it is question-
able, whether these “linkers” might not represent a yet unrecognized domain,
and thus not being suitable for the definition of a linker [111].

A nontrivial outcome has been observed while studying the density of
linkers’ pI, visualized in figure 3.1. Most non-domain regions in human two-
domain PKs are either very acidic, or, on the other hand, very basic. Inter-
estingly, the region of a neutral pH contains almost no proteins, forming an
empty gap around pH 8. This allows for dividing the studied PKs into two
groups based on their linker’s acidity.

Au contraire, neither the percentage of charged amino acids within the
inter-domain regions nor the linkers’ GRAVY index form distinct clusters.
Their densities show only single local maxima. All linkers from the final
dataset are hydrophilic; the fraction of charged residues averages around
0.25.

3.1.2 UMAP dimensionality reduction

Three clusters corresponding to three distinct linker types were identified
visually in the UMAP projection of the first set of the linkers’ physicochem-
ical attributes. Throughout this thesis, the linker types will be referred to
based on the clusters’ positioning in figure 3.2: “L-linkers” for the lower left
cluster, “M-linkers” for the middle cluster, and “R-linkers” for the right clus-
ter. L-linkers are best characterized by their extreme length of more than
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Figure 3.1 The pI density of inter-domain regions from human two-domain
PKs in the studied dataset. Two groups of proteins are evident, one with
acidic linkers, one with basic linkers.

600 residues, R-linkers by their extremely basic pI, and M-linkers by their
extremely acidic pI.

By embedding the architectures of the proteins from the studied dataset
into the UMAP representation it became visible that many architectures
feature more than one linker type, as seen in figure 3.3. Especially, the ar-
chitecture PF00069_PF00780 stands out, being endowed with all three linker
classes. On the other hand, most architectures equipped with linkers from
only one category are represented by a very small subset of proteins from the
set of human two-domain PKs.

3.1.3 Gene Ontology terms

All considered proteins had at least two GO terms assigned, one of them
being always GO:0005524; F:ATP binding. The second most common GO
term was GO:0004674; F:protein serine/threonine kinase activity,
and the third most frequent GO term was GO:0004672; F:protein kinase
activity.

However, the search for unique GO terms within both the UMAP repre-
sentation and the pI clustering of the non-domain regions on different GO
hierarchical levels gave no satisfactory results, albeit discovering many GO
terms exclusive for each examined linker group. Unfortunately, the numbers
of proteins carrying these terms were too low to permit a robust analysis. No
single GO terms were identified which would be associated exclusively with
all members of individual clusters.

There were only two GO terms standing out regarding their proportion.
GO:0000287; F:magnesium ion binding found on hierarchy level 6 is ex-
clusive to the acidic linker group, as well as to the M-linkers. It was encoun-
tered in 12 proteins covering 8 different architectures, including those having
the PK domain on the N-terminus, as well as those carrying the PK do-
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Figure 3.2 The UMAP dimensionality reduction on the normalized linker
attributes: logarithm of the linker’s length, its pI, its GRAVY index, and a
percentage of charged amino acids within the inter-domain regions of human
two-domain PKs. Each subfigure presents the distribution of the values of
the respective property.

Figure 3.3 Architectures of the studied molecules embedded into the UMAP
projection of the four physicochemical attributes of the inter-domain regions.
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Figure 3.4 Occurrences of EC numbers in human two-domain PKs. The
x-axis represents the pI of the molecules’ linkers.

main on the C-terminus. The second vocable is GO:0005516; F:calmodulin
binding, appearing on the hierarchy level 4. This term is limited to the basic
linker group and to the R-linkers. In this case, all 10 proteins accredited with
this GO term possess the same architecture.

3.1.4 Enzyme Commission numbers

Out of the 117 human two-domain PKs, 70 molecules have an EC number as-
signed in the URP.dat file. For the remaining 47, the EC term will be reffered
to as “UNKNOWN”. 3 kinases had more than one EC number specified; some
of these extra terms are outside of the 2.7.11 protein-serine/threonine
kinases group. Only 14 molecules had, however, EC classification other than
2.7.11.-, 2.7.11.1 non-specific serine/threonine protein kinase,
or UNKNOWN.

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of the linkers’ pI for each EC num-
ber. All 5 specialized EC terms are vastly underrepresented within the
studied dataset, yet, for example, the 2.7.11.25 mitogen-activated
protein kinase kinase kinases are present in both acidic and basic
linker clusters. Contrarily, basic inter-domain regions seem to be specific to
both 2.7.11.16 G-protein coupled receptor kinases and 2.7.11.17
Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases; nevertheless, they are not
to be found in more than one architecture.

The inadequate representation of the EC numbers in the final dataset
was also the reason behind the unsatisfactory results of embedding the terms
into the UMAP representation. On one hand, the numbers 2.7.11.14,
2.7.11.16, and 2.7.11.17 are specific to one of the three defined linker
groups; on the other hand, they are not to be found in more than one archi-
tecture, as already mentioned above. In conclusion, the first set of physico-
chemical attributes did not provide any functionally relevant results.
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Figure 3.5 Embedding of the EC numbers into the UMAP representation.

3.2 The second set of physicochemical
attributes

The two-dimensional UMAP representation of the 553 physicochemical data
from the AAindex database did not reflect the clustering of the 4 physico-
chemical attributes described above. As seen in figure 3.6, one small cluster
of inter-domain regions from human two-domain PKs emerges on the right
side of the visualization; however, it contains only proteins with the same
architecture PF00069_PF12202. In the large cloud on the left side, generally,
molecules with the same architecture create local bundles and they only sel-
dom mix with proteins with other architectures. Due to the lack of clearly
distinguishable clusters, no GO or EC embedding was performed.

In conclusion, no obvious influence of the inter-domain regions’ compo-
sition on the activity or specificity of human two-domain PKs with exactly
one PK domain was observed, as no clustering of the linkers’ physicochemical
properties resulted in the colocalization of like GO or EC terms associated
with proteins with different architectures.
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Figure 3.6 Architectures of the two-domain PKs with a single PK domain
embedded into the UMAP representation of 553 physicochemical properties
from the AAindex database.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

The length and amino acid composition of non-domain regions can be crucial
for the regulation of multi-domain proteins’ activity, including PKs [93, 112].
However, to our knowledge, the influence of the linkers’ composition on the
overall protein function has not been described in general yet. This thesis
tried to address this issue by selecting a dataset of evolutionarily related
multi-domain proteins containing a PK domain, clustering these molecules
based on the physicochemical attributes of their inter-domain regions, and
by identifying GO terms and EC numbers specific to the detected clusters of
proteins with various architectures.

Even though it was possible to divide proteins from the studied dataset
into three groups based on the clusters visible in the UMAP representation
of the 4-dimensional space of the linkers’ normalized physicochemical charac-
ters, no frequent functional annotation terms could characterize the defined
clusters. There may be several reasons for the lack of success of the designed
method. For example, there may really not be any overall influence of the
inter-domain regions’ composition on the function of two-domain PKs. How-
ever, based on the literature search presented above, this proposition seems
rather improbable [70–72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 84–93, 113–116].

The narrow dataset may be a significant problem. In a sample of large
size, more information is available; on the other hand, false presumptions may
be concluded from a small sample generating the observations [117, 118]. In
the studied dataset, 32 different architectures were present within the 117
molecules. Proteins with the same architecture are frequently related, both
evolutionarily and functionally [64, 66, 67], and the linkers may introduce
new structural features [69], thus enhancing the functionality. With 3.65625
proteins per architecture on average, no robust conclusion can be made on
how the composition of the linkers affects the behavior of these molecules.

Furthermore, both functional annotation services, GO and EC, have
drawbacks regarding their completeness and homogeneity. For instance,
Gaudet and Dessimoz [119] claim that the GO is biased and unevenly incom-
plete. The GO database is a reflection of primary literature [120], therefore,
less studied areas are inadequately represented in the GO. On the other hand,
more comprehensively covered parts of the GO are not flawless either, as they
can provide contradictory information which can be caused, for example, by
differences in experimental conditions of comparable research [121, 122].
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Within the studied 117 human two-domain PKs, a total of 1,982 GO
annotations were fetched from the UPR.dat file, peaking at 69 terms as-
signed to a single protein, namely the AAPK1_HUMAN PK. These include even
the GO terms from the same hierarchy. For example, it is possible to
reach GO:0008610; lipid biosynthetic process by recursively applying
the transitive relationship “is_a” on GO:0045542; positive regulation
of cholesterol biosynthetic process, which are both explicitly men-
tioned in the uniprot_reference_proteomes.dat file. Furthermore, the
same protein is classified as 2.7.11.1 non-specific serine/threonine
protein kinase; however, at the same time, has the specific EC numbers
2.7.11.26, 2.7.11.27, and 2.7.11.31 assigned to it as well.

To be assigned an EC number, there must be a direct experimental
evidence that the proposed enzyme actually catalyses the claimed reac-
tion [123]. 60 proteins from the studied dataset were described as 2.7.11.1
non-specific serine/threonine protein kinase, meaning that these
PKs are either non-specific, or their specificity has not been analyzed to
date1. The strict nature of the EC, as well as the excessiveness of the GO
combined with insufficient amount of research could be overcome by measur-
ing similarities of the GO terms [124, 125] within the protein clusters instead
of enforcing their absolute exclusion.

Furthermore, it may be desirable to employ a more stable method than
UMAP to produce a significant outcome. The low-dimensional representation
generated by UMAP is dependent on the choice of several hyperparameters2.
Besides, UMAP is a stochastic algorithm, and exact reproduction of the
results is only possible by fixing a random seed state3. The observed linker
types are therefore determined by UMAP parametrization.

The elucidation of the effect of the linkers’ composition on protein activity
could improve our ability to predict the function of multi-domain proteins,
but further research is needed to disclose the presented problem. Throughout
this thesis, only rough and averaged characteristics of the whole linkers were
considered. In reality, only a couple of particular residues may have an
influence on the protein activity, the rest of them may be unimportant. The
herein proposed method is not capable of resolving such residues.

1https://www.brenda-enzymes.org/enzyme.php?ecno=2.7.11.1
2https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/parameters.html
3https://umap-learn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/reproducibility.html
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The results of this thesis did not provide clear evidence of the effect of the
inter-domain regions’ composition on the function, activity, or specificity of
human two-domain PKs. The proteins could be grouped according to their
linker’s pI, and three linker types were defined from the UMAP representation
of the quadruples of the averaged physicochemical attributes of the linkers.
However, no GO term or EC number could characterize the identified protein
groups. A different low-dimensional representation of the linkers’ properties
was obtained when a larger set of physicochemical attributes was taken into
account.

The presented method relied on the informativeness of the functional an-
notation services. Nevertheless, the EC and the GO were found to be too
general and too precise, respectively. To reduce the detail of the GO, anal-
ysis on different GO hierarchy levels was put through, yet, the identification
of unique terms within the clusters has been equally unsuccessful. As the
complete proteome of human two-domain PKs with a single PK domain was
examined, the correlation between the average linker region’s properties and
the PK activity can be hereby excluded.
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